
SUMS OF SYMMETRICAL RANDOM VARIABLES

D. A. DARLING

1. Introduction. In this paper we deal with sums of random vari-

ables Xi, X2, • • • , which have the following properties: The X, are

independent, identically distributed, and have a common continuous

symmetrical distribution. A random variable X is symmetrical if

Pr {X<a}=Pr {X>-a) for every a.

As is well known, even if the symmetry condition is waived, any

statistic which depends only on the relative magnitude of the Xi

is distribution free; that is, its distribution is independent of the

parent distribution of the Xi. Letting Sn = Xi+2X+ ■ • • +Xn,

5o = 0, it turns out that there are certain order relations among the

Sj which are also distribution free if the Xi have the properties men-

tioned above.

E. S. Andersen [l]1 has shown that if Nn is the number of positive

Sj (j=l, 2, • • • , n) then Pr [Nn — k] is independent of the distribu-

tion of the Xi. The limiting case of this theorem when »—>«> was

established earlier by Erdös and Kac [2] under somewhat different

assumptions about the X¡. In the present paper these results, and

others, are obtained by specializing a somewhat more general

theorem whose proof is relatively simple.

The central proposition (Theorem 1), which is believed to include

all the distribution free properties of the Sj, is the following: Since

the distribution of the Xi is continuous there are, with probability

one, no equalities between any two of the S¡. Then the random

variables So, S\, • • • , Sn, when put in ascending order, will induce

a random permutation among the n-\-\ integers 0, 1, • • • , n to

give Si0<Si¡ < ■ ■ • <Sin. Then /,- is a random variable taking on the

values 0,1, • • • , n. If we put

tuM = Pr {lk=j\

it turns out that p¡,k(n) is an absolute number independent of the

distribution of the Xi (subject to the requirements cited in the open-

ing paragraph).

From this theorem there follow several interesting consequences.

We obtain the distribution of that value of j for which Sj attains its

maximum, j = 0, 1, • • • , n, and the distribution of the number of

positive Sj, j=l, 2, • • • , n. For n—»00  there result corresponding
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limiting theorems which for a suitable distribution of the X's yield

analogous properties of the Wiener stochastic process.

2. The principal theorem. In the sequel some of the remarks made

will be true only with probability one, but for brevity this qualifica-

tion will often not be explicitly stated. Let the distribution of the X¡

and the definition of the S¿ be as given in the preceding section, and

we suppose that (I0, I\, • ■ ■ , In) is a permutation of (0, 1, • • • , n)

such that 5f0<5i1< • • • <Sin, and for abbreviation we denote the

event that Ii—j by Ajtk(n) and Pr {Aj,k(n)} = pj.k(n). The event

Aj,k(n) means simply that there are k terms S,- which are less than S¡

and n — k greater than Sj among the sequence So = 0, Si, S2, • • • , S„.

We have the following theorem.

Theorem 1.

min(j, k)

(1) Pi.k(n)  =   Pr  M ».*(»)}   = S UvUk-rUj-rUn-k-i+i
p=«max (0, j+ k—n )

where

1

22<

Proof. We make a simple enumeration of the mutually exclusive

and exhaustive ways in which Ik can equal j. We have Ik =j if and

only if for some value of v the following event occurs: Among the S^

for p <j there are v terms less than S¡ and simultaneously among the

S,, for j<p^n there are k — v terms less than Sj. Clearly this event

cannot happen for two different values of v, and v is restricted by

the relation max (0, j+k — n) ^pgmin (_/', k).

If we consider the set of random variables —X¡, —Xj-i, • • • , —Xx

and recall the fact that the Xi are symmetrically distributed and

we form from this sequence the corresponding set of partial sums

So =0, Si , Sí, • • • , Sj , then the event A'T¡s(j) formed from these

random variables will have the same probability as AT:t(j) formed

from the original sequence So, Si, • • • , Sj. Now, with the event that

there are v terms among the So, Si, • • ■, Sy_i which are less than S¡ we

have the identical event A'0l,(j) by considering the sequence S0',

Si', • • • , S/. Similarly by considering the set of variables Xj+1,

Xj+2, • • • , Xn we obtain a set of partial sums S¿' = 0, S[', ■ • • , S'n'_}

and the event that k — v of the S„ for j<p^n are less than Sj be-

comes the event A'0[t_r(n—j) in connection with the suite S'0',

SJ', • • • , S'¿.¡, and again Pr {A'f[,{n-j)\ -Pr {Ar,a(n-j)}. Thus we

finally obtain
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min (;', h)

¿i.k(n) = Z Aa,,{j) H A"¡k-,{n — j).
f=max(0, j+k—n)

The terms in this sum are mutually exclusive events, and the two

members in each intersection are independent events, for A'0¡v{j)

depends only on those X, for i^j and A'0't_v(n—j) depends only on

those Xi for i>j, and the Xi are presumed to be independent. If we

take probabilities of both sides of the above expression, and use the

fact that the events A, A', and A" are equiprobable, we obtain

minO', k)

(2) Pi A») = Z PeAj)po.k->(n ~ ])•
p=max (0, j-4- k—n )

Exactly one of the events

AoAn), AiAn), • • • , An,k{n)

must occur (that is, Sj is the fcth largest partial sum for exactly one

value of j) so that summing this expression, we obtain

n min(i.k)

1 = Z) Z) po,ÁJ)Po.k-Án - j),
j=0    p=max (0,3+ k-^t )

k       n— k+ v

(3) 1 = E     Z    PoAj)po.k-,(n - j).
F=0 i=P

This formula enables us to find recursively the poAn) Ior ^

= 0, 1, • • • , n, n = 0, 1, • • • , after putting £0,o(0) = l. Using these

in (2) will enable us finally to establish Theorem 1.

To actually evaluate the p¡An) it appears simplest to use the

method of generating functions. Let us put

00

*»(*) = Z PoAj)*''
i=v

and note that the inner sum of (3) is a simple convolution. Thus

multiplying (3) through by x" and summing from n = k to °° (which

is clearly permissible if \x\ <1), we obtain

-= Z 4>v{x)(j>k-,{x).
1 — x       _o'

This is again in the form of a convolution, and if we let

OO

Hx, y) = X0f(*).v
*-0
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we have, repeating the above process,

1
V(x, y) =

(1 - *)(1 - xy)

so that ^(¡c, y) = ((l-x)(l-xy))-1'2. If we let ur={\/22r)Cir.r, then

(l-y)-i/2= ¿r-0 Ury, so that

u,x'
0,0) =

(i - xy*

and finally, obtaining the coefficient of xn in a power series expansion

of this expression, we obtain

po,r(n) =M»M„_».

Upon substituting this in (2) we obtain Theorem 1.

3. Two corollaries. From Theorem 1 two interesting consequences

follow as special cases. The first of these is the following corollary.

Corollary 1. Let Mn be that value ofj for which Sj attains its maxi-

mum for j=0, 1, • • • , n. Then

Pr {M„ = k\ = po,k(n) = UkUn-k.

We have Pr {M„ = k} =Pr {ln = k} =pk,n(n) and from Theorem 1

it is clear that pj,k(n)=pk,j(n)=pk,n-j(n) for all k and j. Hence

pk.nin) =po,k(n) and the assertion is proved. Naturally, a similar

remark holds for the minimum.

We also obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 2. Let Nn be the number of positive Sjforj = 1,2, • • • , n.

Then Pr \Nn = k} =po,k(n)=ukun-k.

This result is immediately established by noting that if ln-k = 0,

then, since So = 0, exactly n — koi the sums are negative and k are

positive. Since po,n-k(n)=po,k(n), the corollary follows.

Corollary 2 has been proven in an entirely different way by E. S.

Andersen, using combinatorial methods [l ]. In the present work, done

independently of Andersen's research, it should be remarked that to

prove Corollary 2 directly without first obtaining Theorem 1 seems

very difficult, using the methods of this paper.

4. The limiting cases. Using the notation

dx

((i - *2)(i - k2x2)yi*

r1 dx
sn-1 k =   I    ■- k2 < 1,

Jo   (d-
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we define the following function:

-1-„-.((«Lz»)'"),
7r2(a(l - a))1'2 \\a(l - a))    )

0(1 -ß)< a(l - a),

t»(/3(1 - ß)yi> \\ß(l - ß)J    J'
ß(l -ß)> a(l - a),

and/(«, |3) is defined everywhere in the unit square O^a^l, 0^/3^1

except for the points for which a(l—a)=ß(l—ß). These points lie

on the lines a — ß = Q and a-\-ß = l, and near them/(a, ß) becomes

large.

We have the following limiting theorem.

Theorem 2.

lim Pr {/!„«] < riß] =   I   f(a, £)#,      a g 1, ß £ I.
n->» «/n

The function/(a, ß) is thus seen to be for every fixed a a density on

ß and vice versa since f(a, ß) =f(ß, a). To prove the theorem we

suppose initially that a(l — a) y*ß(t — ß) and note that ur = 2~2rC2r,r

~(7rr)-1'2, r—> cc. Then it is simple to verify that this asymptotic value

can be used, in the limit for large n, in the sum

min(;', k)

PiAn)   — Z U,Uj-yUk-vUn-i-k+v
p=max(0,;+&—n)

to give

I minii^k) / V   / j v\/k V\
PiAn)- Z (-(---)(-)

\ n       n       n //

1        /•min (a,« ¿x

P[na],lnß](n)  ~ -    I •-■-
IT2» Jmax(0,a+/S-1)   (x((X ~  x)(ß -  *)(1 — a- ß+ x))1'2

=  -/(«, ß)

by a well known transformation of elliptic integrals. If we suppose

that 7 and/3 are such that £(1 — £)¿¿a{\— a) for 7^£^p\ then
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/>ß y

The exceptional values of a, ß, and y are now seen to contribute a

negligible amount to the total probability, and the latter integral can

be made a continuous function of a, ß, and 7 by a proper assignment

at its undefined values. This done, the function fof(a, £)¿£ is a con-

tinuous distribution function on ß for every a (0=/3 = l, 0=a^l),

and Theorem 2 is proved.

If we put a (or ß) equal to zero we obtain, corresponding to Corol-

laries 1 and 2, the following corollary.

Corollary 3. Let Rn equal either Mn (the value of j for which Sj

attains its maximum, j = 0, 1, • • • , n) or Nn (the number of positive

Sj,j = l, 2, ■ ■ • , n). Then

( 1       2
lim Pr [Rn < na\ = — sin-1 a1'2.
n—*» IT

This limiting expression is clearly foJ(0,^d^ = (i/Tr)f^/(^(l-^yi2

= (2/7r) sin-1 a112 as asserted. For the variable Nn this limiting ex-

pression was proven by Erdös and Kac [2] under somewhat different

conditions on the distribution of the Xi.

5. Connection with the Wiener process. The limiting theorem

given in the preceding section has an interpretation in terms of the

Wiener stochastic process. If, for instance, E(X\) =<t2< °o, then

Xn(t) =S[„(]/o'M1/2 is a random variable which will, for large n, reflect

the properties of the Wiener process.

Thus if X(t) is an element of Wiener space, then the set of / for

which X(t) < X(a) (0 = / = 1, 0 = a = 1 ) is with probability one measur-

able for each a (since X(t) is with probability one continuous). We

obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 3.

Pr{||5{/|*(0 <*(«)} || <ß} =   f /(«,{)«,
J 0

0^a=l, 0^/3=1.

It is readily shown, in fact, that this probability is the limit, for

rt-»°o,of Pr {||S{/|Z„(0<X„(a)}||<i8} for !„(/) defined as above,

and Theorem 2 is immediately applicable.

This theorem will give as special cases the distribution of the value
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oí t for which X(t) is a maximum (0=/gl) and the distribution of

the proportion of time for which X(t) is positive (0 =í ¿ 1). We obtain,

namely,

(                                         )               ( C' sgn X(t) + 1
Pr < sup X(t) =   sup   X(t)\ = Pr <H    —-—-¿< < a

(ogigl Ogiga j (.Jo 2

2
= — sin-1 a1/2.

■K

The second expression was proven by Kac [3] as an illustration of

a general technique for evaluating the distribution of certain Wiener

functionals.
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